ALL TECHNOLOGY DINNER A GREAT SUCCESS, MAY BE ANNUAL FUNCTION.

New Constitution for Institute Committee Submitted to the Approval of the Student Body. Many other Interesting Talks.

PROPOSED ASSOCIATION OF UNDERGRADUATES

At All-Technology Dinner Constitution was Presented to Students.

Last Saturday night the constitution of the proposed M. I. T. Undergraduate Association was presented to the student body. As was stated at the dinner, THE TECH will receive all communications and they will be printed in the next issue of THE TECH. The students should take this matter to heart. It is the concern of every one, students, faculty, and administration of M. I. T., to see that this great organization is started. It is the concern of every one, students, faculty, and administration of M. I. T., to see that this great organization is started.

H. D. PECK, Chairman of Committee.

Whereas, It seems wise that all activities among the students of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology should be organized and conducted as to work for the good of the student body as a whole and for the welfare and honor of M. I. T., It is fitting that some central organization, chosen and controlled by the student body, should, as representing that body, have and exercise general power of supervision over all individual activities in so far as they affect the student body as a whole.

To this end it seems necessary that the entire body of undergraduates should be brought together as a unit in order that legislation and executive powers may be transferred upon such a central body as is mentioned in the preceding paragraph. It is, therefore, enacted by the undergraduate attending the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that such a general organization should be established, effective from the end of the Constitution governing the same body as is adopted.

CONSTITUTION

Name of Organization.

The name of this organization shall be the "M. I. T. UNDERGRADUATE ASSOCIATION."

Purpose of Organization.

The purpose of this organization is (Continued on Page 3.)